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DALUHAY QUARTERLY
NEWSLETTER
Daluhay is a non-profit non-government
organization based in Baler, Aurora Province, Philippines. We aim to sustain the
flow of life by becoming catalysts in
strengthening the link between people
and their environment from ridge to reef
through a multi-stakeholder approach to
biodiversity conservation.

MISSION
Daluhay wants to be a catalyst for a future where
democratic approaches to public participation
and representation are used to develop appropriate strategies that value the individual, self determination, cultures, equity and global sustainability. We want to facilitate an enhanced inclusion of people in the ecosystems on which they
depend (ethnoecology) and the development of
feedback loops that link people to positive
change for a sustained biosphere, as a specific
approach (ecosystemics).

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Magandang Daloy ng Buhay!
It is a great pleasure to introduce the new
DALUHAY logo and revised QUARTERLY
format. The team engagement on
rebranding really served to capture the
essence of the organization. Also, we are
extremely excited to have received our
first funding on Maternal Health through
the Korean agency: Safety-HealthEnvironment, on Pathways to Food
Security,
complementing
ongoing
Casiguran projects. The front-line project
and knowledge management response to
the pandemic continues to be truly
foundational!
Sincerely,

Paul D. Watts, Dr. Sc.
President
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VISION
DALUHAY sees a future world based on human
equity and responsible engagement for environmental sustainability; where people are integrated with ecological systems from local settings to global functions

VALUES


People – with a respect for their past;
as they see themselves in the present and
as they dream of their future



Ecosystems – as they function and as they
provide a basis for people and other life



Cultures – as they reflect history, beliefs,
geography and ecological linkages



Fun, laughter and good experiences –
as they reflect the joy of life



Time – as it is limited in each of our lives



The role of the individual – as the great
potential for positive change
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CENTRAL SIERRA MADRE

Finding Inspiration in Conservation Amidst the Pandemic
in partnership with Forest Foundation Philippines

Community partners with their finished products during the fish processing workshop last January

The COVID-19 pandemic confronts the Agta partners of Daluhay in Dinalungan, Casiguran, and Dilasag (DiCaDi)
with new challenges, particularly in their livelihood. In the previous months, community partners underwent a
series of workshops in sustainable livelihood product development, particularly in Eco-tourism, Nito and Sabutan
weaving, and fish processing. But with the current ban in travel, the plans for eco-tourism in the Dumaguipo
Agta settlement will have to be put on hold. Similarly, the Nito and Sabutan products, which are considered nonessential, is not a priority for purchase by consumers. The challenge for these handicraft products is further compounded by the lack of tourists in the province, and so the demand for these products are low to non-existent.
Meanwhile, the buying price for fish has also decreased, further aggravating the livelihood challenges of community partners.
Life goes on for the community, fortunately, indigenous partners are beneficiaries of the social amelioration program of the government. This temporarily aids their needs for daily sustenance. But going back to the old normal will probably take time, as an effective vaccine is yet to be developed. Given this, Daluhay pursued a meeting with the partner communities once travel within the province was permitted, with the primary agenda of
adapting the livelihood business plans to the new normal. With the provision of facemasks for our partners, the
team also discussed safety procedures that can be applied in conducting community meetings. This activity was
also used to inspire them in this difficult time through painting the 3D maps with their designated management
zones, distributing camera and binoculars as equipment that they can use to monitor the forest, and getting the
youth excited with biodiversity through the arts.
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Dr. Pajaro arriving with facemasks and explaining the process for safe community meeting

In a two-day trip to DiCaDi, Daluhay, through the Forest Foundation grant, was able to visit communities from
three out of the four clusters to learn about their challenges and to help them move forward amidst the
pandemic. This includes the Dumaguipo community from the San Ildefonso cluster, the Dibacong community
from the Casiguran mainland cluster, and the Nipoo community from the Dinalungan cluster. Project leader
Marivic Pajaro facilitated the business planning agenda, discussing the implications of the pandemic to the prior
livelihood products developed. Some livelihood products, such as the fish processed products, are still deemed
viable but will need better marketing strategies, while the handicraft products will need alternatives.
Cameras and binoculars were turned over to the leaders of each of these
communities, which will help them monitor the status of their forests better.
The leaders and equipment custodians were taught of its usage for the
purpose of spotting biodiversity and documenting illegal activities. Painting
the zones for the 3D maps was also commenced in the Dumaguipo settlement, with the task accomplished by two of the active youth members, Kim
Lisiday and Joel Guera Jr. The two youth members stepped up to help other
communities in painting the management zones of their territories. The
finished 3D map has long been a target of these communities as it will serve
as a living and tangible document of their ownership of their ancestral lands.
Meanwhile, with the help of Daluhay volunteer Isabell Kittel, gifted youth with
disabilities from Dumaguipo were able to further enhance their skills in the
arts, particularly in painting and crafting papier mache sculptures. Sample
sculptures also inspired and excited the young kids in the different
communities, with many enjoying playing with the Rufous hornbill, kingfisher,
and owl sculptures. The mini biodiversity art workshop serves as a prequel to
the Youth Environmental and Social Artistry Camp to be held in late June.
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Sample Artworks of the Critically Endangered
Philippine Eagle made by Agta youth
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In these trying times, little bits of
hope and inspiration can go a
long way. For our community
partners, these came through the
painted 3D maps, the new forest
guarding equipment, the creative
works of art, and the progression
of plans for their livelihood. The
COVID-19 has impacted the Agta
communities’ lives in difficult
ways, but as the forests continue
to grow and the rivers continue to
flow, our partners also strive to
move forward in conservation.

Painting the 3D map with Dumaguipo Chieftain guiding the youth
in noting management zones

A NEW LOOK
Daluhay Brand Story

Currently known for the coconut tree-polar bear icon that represents
Daluhay’s roles in contributing to the achievement of global goals to biodiversity conservation, the organization has had a consensus to bring in a
new (modern) look for the company. The year’s worth of rebranding is
linked with Daluhay’s evolution since its establishment in 2010. It’s vision
and mission stays at heart of the organization; but ten years of service as
catalysts towards the health of the people and that of the environment
has strengthened the groups’ connections to its core pillars. From a focus
on coastal resource management, to linking Indigenous Knowledge in
marine biodiversity conservation, Daluhay took the course that focuses on
rainforestation by empowering Indigenous and Artisanal communities in
the province. Recently, Daluhay stands with different Indigenous tribes of
Aurora in establishing their Indigenous Community Conservation Areas
and Territories (ICCAs) from mountains to seas. We wanted to create a
new logo that captures our principles and experiences: a symbol that
communicates the strong links between nature, culture and society.
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Daluhay’s logo from 2010 to March 2020
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The team brainstormed for brand attributes that we believe represents
the heart and soul of the company. We came up with a handful and
narrowed them down to 3 that make it concise yet comprehensive:
1) Positive Change Maker—versatile movers, and doers
2) Inclusive—link, culture sensitive, respects traditional knowledge
3) Nurturing— a motherly quality towards nature and communities

Daluhay’s logo, launched April 2020

The logo is composed of different shapes representing specific objects
when taken both individually and collectively. The mountain (green),
ocean (blue) and land (brown) represent the scope of Daluhay’s efforts
towards biodiversity conservation i.e. the Forest,
Agricultural and
Marine ecosystems. Water serves a link that flows from the mountains,
through lands, and to the ocean and symbolizes the “flow of life” defined as progressive, evolves and flows through generations and ecosystems. Together, these elements form a woman-figure: more specifically, an Indigenous mother that naturally nurtures nature and culture.

GUARDIANS OF THE FORESTS
Success in Working Together
in partnership with Rainforest Trust

The San Luis Dumagat-Alta Forest Guards (DAFG) continue to make a
difference on both community sustainability and safety amidst the COVID-19
pandemic. Building upon detailed trainings and strategic planning with
Daluhay, DAFG recently apprehended illegal loggers in Brgy. Dikapinisan.
Following procedures, chainsaws were confiscated and perpetrators were
turned over to Barangay officials - in an enforcement partnership that works!
DAFG in Dimanayat were also recognized by the Barangay officials as their
partner in monitoring for illegal activities. In Brgy. Dibut, DAFG were able to
rescue a wounded Serpent Eagle and took handed it over to the DENR for
rehabilitation, while partnering with the Armed Forces patrols. Signage were
deployed at the boundaries of the Ancestral Domain; providing information
on policies and regulations for entering the area. Based in part on Daluhay’s
efforts across the province, initial discussions have now occurred between
Dumagat and Egongot as a step towards building a collaborative Indigenous
Peoples Network in Aurora.
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Active multistakeholder
coordination
brings about
effective
environmental law
enforcement in
San Luis.
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Chainsaw and wood apprehended by the Dumagat-Alta Forest Guards together with 91IB Delta Company Philippine Army deployed in Dibut

Although the pandemic continues to cause delays in scheduled activities in partnership with the Rainforest Trust,
The DAFG in Dimanayat and Dibut continues to work with the Barangay officials to control local travel and keep
people safe. The detailed map training, patrols and communication system have also been used to help tribe
members to better understand where they can legally hunt and how to avoid those practices in the sacred areas.
As part of the Community Mapping
particularly in 3D Map construction,
Forest Guards in Dikapinisan were able
to finish painting their 3D Map. The
Dibut, Diteki and Real 3D maps are yet
to be finished to complete all five
community maps. The objective of the
activity is to identify the Current Land
Use zones within their ancestral
domain as a basis for strategic planning for conservation and protection.
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THE TEAM
The DALUHAY team consists of a dedicated
Board of Directors, other volunteers and contractual front-line community workers applying their
passion for sustainable development through
contractual opportunities. Current team members and their areas of overall contribution are:

DALUHAY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Raymond Pajaro
Chair and Founding Board Member
Paul Watts
President and Vice Chair
Purisima Juico
Secretary/Treasurer and Founding Board Member

THEMATIC BOARD MEMBERS
Joanna Imsum-Lim
Maternal and Child Health
Alex Sipho Stuart
Agricultural Biodiversity
Sharon Teh
Community-Based Development and Law
Eli Guieb III
Community Development

ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS
Matt Blackburn
(United Kingdom)
Andrea Ulrich
(Switzerland)
Gian Valenzuela
(New York)
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FORMER BOARD MEMBERS
Charlito Juico
Founding Board Member
Marivic Pajaro
Founding Board Member
Ronie Caanawan
Thematic Board Member –
Development and Indigenous Peoples
Anacoreta Arciaga
Thematic Board Member Community Deveopment

FRONT-LINE COMMUNITY WORKERS
Marivic Pajaro
Executive Director
Mark Edison Raquino
Research & Development Coordinator
Angela Zerrudo
Administrative and Finance Officer
Marilyn Dela Torre
Forest Specialist & Researcher
Mary Shan Faye Alejos
Communication and Livelihood Specialist
& Researcher
Ria Esteves
Local Community Facilitator
Erica Jeniece Zafra
Resource Management Specialist
Isabell Kittel
Volunteer
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We’d love to hear from you!

Did you enjoy reading any of the articles? We are
open to your insights regarding our stories. Do you
think we can collaborate in the future? To learn more
about our projects and activities, you may visit our
website www.daluhay.org or you can send us an
email at daluhay@gmail.com. We will get back to
you as soon as we can.

The DALUHAY QUARTERLY is published in July, October, January and April
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